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English translation:
?Interviewer: How do you celebrate (spend) your holidays

Woman: Our holidays we...when our husband(s) get off from work we come here. In
front of us there is a river. We come here, after taking out a little bit of time, bringing
kids along. Clothes...over here we wash our clothes. It becomes extremely hot in the day
and we can’t bear it. If you look at little children they are just here. Their day, honestly if
we didn’t have this water, it would be difficult to pass up there. This water that you’ve
seen it’s shallow so we can happily stay here. The water ahead of it is too deep so we
can’t venture that far. In the water we’ve seen that our children become happy. They are
very happy here. So that’s why we thought, “Thank (God) that we have a river!”…And
this is how we get by. (after a pause) This that you can see in front, these mountains, all
this happened in the earthquake.
Man (in background): They exploded.
Woman: Yes, exploded. They said that, you know, even lava emerged from here.
Although, we didn’t see it we’ve heard. This was a village it wasn’t like this. This village
just collapsed altogether. It’s finished, yes, it’s finished, collapsed.
Second Interviewer: So the village collapsed into the water?
Woman: It collapsed, collapsed into the water. All the inhabitants, everyone, got swept
away.
Second Interviewer: What was the name of the village?
Man: I don’t know. It was called something (but) I don’t know. This place is called
Dandi. Neela Dandi (Blue Rower).
Woman: Neela Dandi. This was Neela Dandi, all Neela Dandi.
Second Interviewer: To go from one mountain to another, one village to another how do
you pass (from here)?
Woman: Before this place across the river (was) called dhaani. This was dhaani…this
pulley that was constructed here. Because of the earthquake it was all destroyed. After
that what we did (made) is this, it’s called gharari. It goes from underneath, from
underneath a gharari. Then (now) people get by (because) of this. On quite a few
instances it overturned and (we) got so scared that then we constructed one that goes
from above. There from above. It seats 12 people. It’s a lot like a car. So, 12 people sit in
this. We also go in it sometimes. We’ve gone on it.
Second Interviewer: You know that other cable (car) that there is, is the gharari like that?
Woman: It’s the same that goes from above…
Man: …above.

Woman (after a pause): We frequently go in that too. (The) fare –
Man (interrupts): We take Rs. five fare from each ride.
Woman: From one ride, Rs. five.
Man: Twelve people sit in it.
Woman: Twelve people.
Second Interviewer: Is the ride here?
Woman: It’ll come, just keep watching…
Second Interviewer: Tell me, this village on the other side (of the river), how do its
people do agriculture?
Man: At this time, over here, they have corn and also cultivate vegetables. They even
have rice cultivated here.
Second Interviewer: Oh really, so they also plant rice here?
Man: Yes, rice too.
Second Interviewer: How long goes it take for the rice to be ready?
Man: Rice takes about three months… (in) up to three to four months they are ready.
Second Interviewer: For rice (cultivation) water is needed (right)?
Man: Yes water (flows) openly. From the other side this canal also enters. So from the
other side the water is flowing openly to them. So…and the rest (of the land) onions are
also cultivated. Onions are also there. Vegetables etc, potatoes are also cultivated here.
Like this…
Second Interviewer: Do these people (cultivate) for their own needs or do they go on to
sell them?
Man: No, they feed themselves…feed themselves and also, you know, sell them.
Second Interviewer: All right.
Man: Yes, yes.
Second Interviewer: And besides that the cows etc that can be seen?

Man: These cows they’ve kept for milk etc… Kept them for (providing) milk
etc…They’ve also kept ox(en), for working the plough.
Second Interviewer: All right.
Man: Yes.
Second Interviewer: So that’s that…they plant those, which are necessities for them?
Man: Yes, those which are necessities for them.
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